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Her Last Protector
2014

his only duty is to defend her covert agent drew canady has guarded princess mirie selskla without once crossing
the line between protector and lover keeping her safe and his true identity under wraps has never been a problem
then an attack against mirie sends her straight into his arms suddenly all those feelings he s never acknowledged
won t go away drew knows she s the last woman he should fall for his focus must be on finding the enemy even if
that blows his cover and drives mirie from his life for good but as the stakes climb maybe he s underestimated the
power of the attraction between them

Her Last Mistake (A Rachel Gift FBI Suspense Thriller—Book 7)
2022-12-30

as beautiful women turn up dead killed in an eerily peaceful way fbi special agent rachel gift recognizes the
signature of a serial killer and knows she has little time left if she is to save the next victim a masterpiece of thriller
and mystery books and movie reviews roberto mattos re once gone her last mistake a rachel gift fbi suspense
thriller is book 7 in a long anticipated new series by 1 bestseller and usa today bestselling author blake pierce
whose bestseller once gone a free download has received over 1 000 five star reviews fbi agent rachel gift 33
unparalleled for her ability to enter the minds of serial killers is a rising star in the behavioral crimes unit until a
routine doctor visit reveals she has but a few months left to live not wishing to burden others with her pain rachel
decides agonizing as it is not to tell anyone not even her boss her partner her husband or her seven year old
daughter she wants to go down fighting and to take as many serial killers with her as she can as she races against
time to catch the killer rachel s skills are put to the test like never before can she connect all the dots before it s too
late or will another victim disappear forever a page turning and harrowing crime thriller featuring a brilliant and
tortured fbi agent the rachel gift series is a riveting mystery packed with non stop action suspense twists and turns
revelations and driven by a breakneck pace that will keep you flipping pages late into the night fans of rachel caine
teresa driscoll and robert dugoni are sure to fall in love future books in the series are now available an edge of your
seat thriller in a new series that keeps you turning pages so many twists turns and red herrings i can t wait to see
what happens next reader review her last wish a strong complex story about two fbi agents trying to stop a serial
killer if you want an author to capture your attention and have you guessing yet trying to put the pieces together
pierce is your author reader review her last wish a typical blake pierce twisting turning roller coaster ride suspense
thriller will have you turning the pages to the last sentence of the last chapter reader review city of prey right from
the start we have an unusual protagonist that i haven t seen done in this genre before the action is nonstop a very
atmospheric novel that will keep you turning pages well into the wee hours reader review city of prey everything
that i look for in a book a great plot interesting characters and grabs your interest right away the book moves along
at a breakneck pace and stays that way until the end now on go i to book two reader review girl alone exciting
heart pounding edge of your seat book a must read for mystery and suspense readers reader review girl alone

All She Wrote
2010-11-12

a murderous fall down icy stairs is nearly all she wrote for anna hitchcock the american agatha christie the cry for
help from his old mentor cuts short mystery author kit holmes romantic weekend with his new lover j x moriarity
and lands him an amateur sleuth gig in an elegant snowbound mansion in the berkshires unfortunately a clever
killer is still one step ahead of kit

New Peterson Magazine
1886

trophy wife celeste beard wasn t satisfied with a luxurious lifestyle and her rich austin media mogul husband s
devotion so she took his life the wife she wanted everything but her husband stood in the way the lesbian lover a
love struck middle aged woman with a history of mental illness she would do anything to set celeste free the beauty
salon receptionist celeste hired her to tie up the loose ends in a second conspiracy to commit murder

She Wanted It All
2010-11-16

before the baudelaires became orphans before he encountered a series of unfortunate events even before the
invention of netflix lemony snicket was a boy discovering the mysteries of the world i should have asked the
question how could someone who was missing be in two places at once instead i asked the wrong question four
wrong questions more or less this is the account of the second in the fading town of stain d by the sea young
apprentice lemony snicket has a new case to solve when he and his chaperone are hired to find a missing girl is the
girl a runaway or was she kidnapped was she seen last at the grocery store or could she have stopped at the diner
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is it really any of your business these are all the wrong questions

The Works of Balzac
1896

a beautiful biography thoroughly researched from family records this biography looks past the success of her books
to see the real women studying her personal correspondence to friends and family many of the earliest books
particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive
hesperides press are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original
text and artwork

"When Did You See Her Last?"
2013-10-15

eastern waves western shores is a novel based on the life of a sri lankan woman who comes to study in england
and then moves back to sri lanka and struggles fitting back in the expectation of the elders of society in general
cultural norms and the demands on a modern day career woman overwhelm her she is torn between her loyalty to
her family and the dreams she has for herself it is a book about a looming arranged marriage the yearning of young
woman to fall in love hopefully with someone that is acceptable to her and her family to live away from the family
feuds and land disputes away from the dictatorship of elders vs her duties towards them even after following her
heart and her dreams she feels tormented sometimes and seeks an equilibrium in america

Jane Austen - Her Life and Letters - A Family Record
2013-04-16

reproduction of the original the publishing house megali specialises in reproducing historical works in large print to
make reading easier for people with impaired vision

St. Nicholas
1882

chrissy gable is determined not to be charmed by her handsome new boss nate barrett he has a playboy reputation
but she quickly begins to realize why nate is so irresistible to women and it s not just his bank balance that s so
attractive soon chrissy finds herself tempted to stay after hours with nate even if that means risking her heart

A Canadian Heroine
1873

can an untamed cowboy make a proper father cooper fortune maloney is the next best brother and he knows it but
when alana searle wins him in the chatelaine texas bachelor auction he doesn t mind being second choice the flirty
ranch hand has a few tricks up his denim sleeve he s sure will win her over the surprise is on coop however when he
learns what lovely alana is hiding and what she seeks from harlequin special edition believe in love overcome
obstacles find happiness the fortunes of texas hitting the jackpot book 1 a fortune s windfall by michelle major book
2 fortune s dream house by nina crespo book 3 winning her fortune by heatherly bell book 4 fortune s fatherhood
dare by makenna lee book 6 fortune s runaway bride by allison leigh book 7 self made fortune by judy duarte

John Inglesant
1882

wow i am absolutely blown away this book really really got under my skin i feel slightly dizzy now and need a lie
down with a soft pillow and lots of chocolate goodreads reviewer omfg this is barbara copperthwaite s best book yet
just blew everything else out of the water seriously this book had me on edge my poor nerves were shattered buy it
read it love it goodreads reviewer gripped from page one until the very end a great rollercoaster of a story wow
wow wow five stars stardust book reviews some secrets you can never tell everyone thinks the thomases are the
perfect family grand london house gorgeous kids they don t know wife dominique is a paranoid wreck they don t
know husband ben is trapped in a web of deceit they don t know daughter ruby lives in fear of the next abusive text
but someone knows all their secrets can the lies that bind them tear them apart a gripping psychological thriller
that will have you holding your breath until the very last page fans of behind closed doors gone girl and the girl on
the train will be hooked see what readers are saying about her last secret omg i was well and truly hooked had me
guessing right until the very end i am blown away i cannot recommend this enough without a doubt a must read
chelle s book reviews oh my word this is a fantastic read intense and terrifying an absolutely gripping read i was
totally immersed outstanding i highly recommend chat about books thrilling and captivating a tangled web of lies
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and secrets is masterfully woven in this psychological thriller i was hooked right from page one a big fat 5 stars
from me i totally recommend this book bonnie s book talk an enthralling read that draws you in the further you get
into it whilst getting darker and darker totally jaw dropping stuff loved it by the letter book reviews her last secret is
a dark unsettling and addictive read that will reel you in and keep you hooked from the very first page brew and
books review shocking breath taking gripping and heart breaking at one point i was almost in tears i absolutely
loved this well written emotional roller coaster the twists in the story keep you hooked trying to work out what
happened that night highly recommended nicki s life of crime i loved everything about this book from beginning to
end it s with books like this that i wish i could read faster than i do a simply terrific read goodreads reviewer this
book absolutely consumed me from start to finish and even when i wasn t reading it i was thinking about it it is
totally gripping and there were so many twists my head was spinning an absolutely fantastic read goodreads
reviewer what a book i genuinely think this is one of the best books i ve ever read i sat and read it in one go i
couldn t guess how it was going to end and didn t anticipate the epilogue a gripping page turner that had me in
tears towards the end goodreads reviewer i m still open mouthed at the finale it was so cleverly crafted this book is
compelling unputdownable if you are a fan of books that surprise you then this is the book for you rachel s random
reads this book had me gripped from the very first few pages this really was a page turner you are desperate to
read more bookworms and shutterbugs absolutely superb she s only gone and done it again did not want to put this
book down donna s book blog

Recollections of My Mother
1886

when her mother received a terminal hospice diagnosis just two weeks before their planned move to a new house
far from familiar surroundings loretta fox was unprepared for the challenges ahead balancing the demands of
around the clock care for her difficult yet sweet mother with the upheaval of an out of state move loretta also had
to set up a home that could accommodate everyone s needs including their emotional baggage walk her up the
stairs is a memoir interwoven with poetry written during the author s time caring for her dying mother it gives voice
to the complex and often unspoken emotions experienced by many caregivers this candid and touching account
reflects on the tumultuous yet ultimately bonding journey between mother and daughter through her caregiving
loretta discovers an unexpected skill in spirit mediumship which becomes a source of profound healing the memoir
explores spirit mediumship with clear descriptions and includes basics on both receiving and giving spirit readings
with a background as a former hospice worker a master s degree in religious studies and as a practicing spirit
medium loretta fox offers a unique perspective her story aims to inspire fellow caregivers comfort those grieving
intrigue individuals curious about spirit mediumship and resonate with anyone who has navigated a challenging
mother child relationship

Eastern Waves, Western Shores
2011-11-17

journey to last chance ranch and meet curvy mature women looking for love later in life experience sisterhood goat
yoga and a fake marriage against a stunning inspirational ranch background and some sexy cowboys too from usa
today bestseller and top 10 kindle all star author liz isaacson you ll get three full length novels each featuring a
curvy 40 heroine feel good sweet romance and cowboys looking for love in this last chance ranch boxed set last
chance ranch scarlett is trying to save her grandfather s farm but the place is a huge mess hudson is a cowboy
mechanic who offers to help her fix up the broken down cars on the ranch can hudson fine tune scarlett s heart as
they work together or will things backfire and make everything worse at last chance ranch last chance cowboy
adele feeds everyone at last chance ranch and she secretly makes food videos to pay her debts when billionaire
cowboy carson shows up on the ranch things really heat up in the kitchen last chance wedding a female carpenter
needs a husband so she can get her contractor s license back can jeri and sawyer navigate the minefield of a
pretend marriage before their feelings become real fall in love at last chance ranch today

Chambers's Journal of Popular Literature, Science and Arts
1870

the brussacs were rich powerful blessed and envied yet through their lives ran a thread of tragedy and heartbreak
that could not be broken forever linking them in a hellish alliance this epic tale soars from nob hill to the barbary
coast to the los angeles oil fields in a stunning story of the tangled lives of an extraordinary family v j banis outdoes
himself all stops out historical romance publishers weekly a rip roaring romantic novel library journal

“The” Academy
1876

rosy weeks works for a local horse trainer at a once successful stable now fallen on hard times in love with the
morose owner and passionate about her favourite horse roly fox can rosy turn the stable s fortunes around
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All for Love; Or, Her Heart's Sacrifice
2023-10-23

these encounters from the classroom church family and life will let you discover that god often works through
everyday experiences having volunteered for twenty four years in crisis pregnancy ministries helen has seen the
miracles of god that changed lives and circumstances beyond her greatest expectations she invites you to join her
on this journey through a lifetime revelation of the love of god

Her Millionaire Boss
2014-05-15

his toughest mission yet navy seal mason brown left conifer alaska and his broken marriage behind long ago until
one call changed everything his ex wife has died in a tragic accident and given custody of her twin baby girls to
mason and her sister hattie hattie beaumont always dreamed of having a family and mason but never like this now
those old longings seem like betrayal especially since playing house with mason comes naturally she can tell he
feels it too so why is he determined to leave mason knows hattie and the girls are the greatest christmas gift he ll
ever get but even though he s risked his life countless times risking his heart again feels so much more dangerous

Winning Her Fortune
2023-02-21

alma mater home the theory of philosophy the practice the idgit the duchess the falling out of faithful friends
applied philanthropy without the vegetable man s daughter real trouble the end of the interregnum

Her Last Secret
2017-10-13

during the fi fteen years glenda baker was the publisher and editor in chief of newn she read and critiqued
hundreds of short stories she also wrote many of her own this volume contains twenty two of glendas storiesfrom
short 21 000 words to short short about 1 000 words to flash fiction 52 words total in which glenda addresses
subjects such as after doing a favor for his boss how does a man end up in an maze he cant find his way out of what
would happen if a contemporary kid created a golem what secrets do three generations of women learn about each
other while on a weekend trip to cape cod how far will a passive aggressive woman go if pushed to the limit

Walk Her Up the Stairs
2024-02-02

a daddy for christmas single mother ellie grant s little girl only wants one thing for christmas a daddy but after
adopting gracie and losing her fiancé ellie made a vow to focus on motherhood not romance but the five year old
has her sights set on veterinarian wyatt wright a handsome widowed father whose toddler son means an instant
brother ellie knows that wyatt s heart is as closed to love as hers is yet when wyatt also starts working at wranglers
ranch ellie can t deny her growing feelings now her daughter s fondest wish might make two families into one just
in time for christmas

Her Last Chance Boxed Set
2022-05-23

three day town is the winner of the agatha award for best novel where deborah and dwight must team up with lt
harald to catch the killer before he strikes again after a year of marriage judge deborah knott and sheriff s deputy
dwight bryant are off to new york city for a long delayed honeymoon january might not be the perfect time to take
a bite of the big apple but dwight s sister in law has arranged for them to stay in her upper west side apartment for
a week deborah had been asked to deliver a package to lieutenant sigrid harald of the nypd from sigrid s colleton
county grandmother but when the homicide detective comes to pick it up the package is missing and the building s
super is found murdered

Littell's Living Age
1889
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The Earth and All It Holds
2012-09-26

The Sound Of Distant Cheering
2014-02-27

God Loves You Better Than Mac and Cheese
2012-08-14

The SEAL's Christmas Twins
2013-12-01

When She Came Home from College
2017-06-22

The English Illustrated Magazine
1891

Summer Storm and Other Stories
2009-04-13

Hamlet: an Attempt to Ascertain Whether the Queen Were an
Accessory, Before the Fact, in the Murder of Her First Husband ..
1856

The Writings of Harriet Beecher Stowe
1896

Her Christmas Family Wish
2016-12-01

The Bible: Translated According to the Ebrew and Greeke, and
Conferred with the Best Translations in Diuers Languages. With
Most Profitable Annotations Vpon All the Hard Places, and Other
Things of Great Importance, as May Appeare in the Epistle to the
Reader. And Also a Most Profitable Concordance for the Readie
Finding Out of Any Thing in the Same Conteined
1599

The Works of the British Dramatists
1875
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The Atlantic Monthly
1869

Three-Day Town
2011-11-21

Host bibliographic record for boundwith item barcode 89094748597
1879

The London Journal
1873

Public Opinion
1873

It Happened this Way
1890
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